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PTTA Substitute Teacher Information Evening 
February 19, 2020 

Khartum Shrine Centre 
 
 
Jessica Warnett and Lori Gillespie provided a document for all substitutes present and went 
over the documents in detail.  Topics covered included: 

• Reminders from Schools 

• Substitute Profiles 

• Search Rules for French Immersion and Phys Ed 

• Intention Email in June for 2018-2019 
 

These documents are available on the Pembina Trails Teachers’ Association website at 
www.ptta.ca.  
 
There are currently approximately 500 substitutes available in Pembina Trails.  Applications by 
teachers who wish to be on the Pembina Trails substitute list are usually processed and 
interviewed over the summer.  However, applicants who are able to teach in specialty areas 
such as French Immersion, Band and Phys Ed are processed, interviewed and added to the list 
as soon as possible. 
 
PTTA has reminded teachers that all pertinent information for a substitute should be entered 
into the “instructions” box of Smart Find Express, even if the substitute has been pre-arranged.  
 
Substitutes who are retired teachers need to be mindful of the 120 days that they can work per 
year.  Subs who work in schools that have longer mornings than afternoons need to be aware 
that subbing on longer mornings count as a full day against their 120 days. 
 
Feb 19, 2020 PTTA Substitute Information Meeting Issues/Questions and Answers:  
 

Q) Not all schools are providing sub folders. Is there a change in procedure and if so, how 
is the information regarding school/class getting to the sub (fire exits, training drills, 
allergies, computer login, how to print, list of phone extensions for the school)? 

A) School administrators will be reminded that this is an expectation in some format 
(folders, open portal, etc.) 
 

Q) Clarification is needed for sub start times.  
A) An earlier start time can be entered if there is duty that is part of the teacher’s workday.  

Otherwise the sub is expected to arrive early enough to gather info for the day, as per 
the sub handbook.  We know this is not always possible when calls go out late. 
 

Q) “Active starts”, are subs supposed to be there prior to start time of school in order to 
supervise Active Start?  

A) It would depend if it’s part of the teacher workload for the day (duty) or ECR or how it’s 
set up in the school.  If it’s an expectation then the teacher should enter it into the sub 
text instructions when they book. 
 

http://www.ptta.ca/
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Q) Late start Wednesdays for high schools. Do subs get paid for full morning if starting 
later? 

A) Whether it’s regular start time or late start time for Wednesdays, subs will get paid for 
the complete morning or full day.  
 

Q) Subs are being asked to cover other classes when the schedule they’re following has 
prep time. Subs are occasionally in situations where they have 8 straight classes with no 
breaks because they are covering other classes during prep time. Who is deciding 
coverage for other classes when there are preps; Admin or Secretaries? 

A) HR is not sure, and the sub should inquire at the location/s where this occurs.  
 
 

Q) TalentEd won’t accept universities outside of Canada when applicants are completing a      
profile.  

A) We are aware of this problem and will contact PowerSchool about this. 
 
 
Q) What are procedures for subs to be able to print or log into computers at schools? 
A) This is school by school.  Please ask at the school, colleagues can usually help as well. 

 
Q) Sub instructions from teachers are still not detailed enough (parking, supervision duty). 
A) Please address this school by school.  PTTA should feel free to remind their 

membership. 
 

Q) Sub requested that location phone number be included in the “assignment notification” 
email, instead of having to click on the google map link to get it.  

A) Jessica has asked PowerSchool and they’ve said that they aren’t able to do this.  
 

Q) Pay for balanced school day schools. 
A) Nancy confirmed that Subs are paid for what the school sends her. Paid for time worked.  

 
Q) Trouble with parking. 
A) Parking is limited at many schools for staff and substitutes. We will remind schools that 

teachers should include parking info in their sub instructions.  
 

Q) Subs seemed responsive to the new mobile app and are wondering if this will aid them 
in job shopping.  

A) We are investigating the app functions at this time.  
 

Q) Can Subs access/pay for benefits? 
A) There is a resolution coming forward at this year’s provincial council that addresses this 

issue.  PTTA will publish the results of this debate and vote once completed.  
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Smart Find Express Agenda 

Substitute Information Evening - February 19, 2020 

 

Refer to the Substitute Teacher Handbook (there is a link on the SFE log in page and on the 

Pembina Trails website: Sign In/Substitute/Substitute Resources) for further information for 

substitutes. 

 

Reminders from schools: 

• Arriving at the school for an assignment – schools are still reporting occasions 
where subs are arriving at the start time of the assignment rather than 10-15 
minutes before. Even if you’ve been to the school many times previously the 
expectation is that you will arrive ahead of time in order to sign in, get 
instructions, and be in the classroom before students arrive. You may have 
noticed that email notifications have been revised to reflect this. 

• If a sub accepts an assignment after the start time a courtesy call letting the 
school know when you will arrive would be appreciated. Sometimes schools have 
made arrangements for internal coverage and a sub might not be needed and in 
the busy-ness of a school day the secretary may not have had a chance to 
cancel the job 

• Subs are required to stay until the end of the assignment even if there is a prep 
at the end of the day. If you decide to leave early you will be asked to sign out 
and will only be paid for the time you work. Subs are also required to start their 
day at the time that is indicated in the system, if you arrive late you will only be 
paid for the time you have worked. Schools are grateful if subs who don’t have 
class time can report to resource or the library to assist however, they can. If you 
cannot stay until the end of the day you must notify the Principal or their 
designate. 

• Turn in sub folder and keys at the end of the day 

• Sub instructions – keep track of assignments with no sub instructions. We would 
like teachers to be consistent with entering sub instructions so if you notice your 
assignments have no instructions, let Jessica know and she will follow up 
 

 

Substitute profiles  

• Notify Jessica Warnett of address changes, especially for T4s, Records of 
Employment etc. by phone 204-488-1757 extension 1236 or email 
jwarnett@pembinatrails.ca 

• Notify Nancy Kowarchuk in Payroll of any changes in banking or for questions 
regarding pay (204-488-1757 ext. 1219) or email nkowarchuk@pembinatrails.ca  

• Check your callback number and email address in your profile regularly 

• Enter unavailability dates when you are not able to work – In Profile, under 
Schedule, click Unavail Dates, click New, enter a date or a date range (including 
a time frame if required). Check the box Call for future assignments if you still 
want the system to call you on your unavailable days for assignments that are in 
the future. Click Save 

• Review Assignments tab - we recommend checking this in the day or two before 
any assignments you have accepted to see if there are any changes to 
instructions. 

mailto:jwarnett@pembinatrails.ca
mailto:nkowarchuk@pembinatrails.ca
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Search Rules for French Immersion and Phys. Ed 

• We have two search rules for French Immersion and Phys. Ed. assignments 
where non-French speaking or non-Phys. Ed subs might be called for 
assignments. Subs on these lists might be called for French or Phys. Ed with the 
understanding that they are not necessarily qualified but can provide adequate 
supervision in the classroom or gym. Remember to listen to the classification of 
the assignment carefully to determine if it’s Phys. Ed (as opposed to EY/MY/SY) 
in case the teacher forgets to put detailed information in the substitute text 
instructions 

• If you want to be added or removed from these lists, contact Jessica 
 

Intention email in June for 2020-2021 

It is recommended that you reply yes unless you know you have a permanent position for 

2020-2021. If you have a term either in Pembina Trails or elsewhere still reply yes so that 

you remain active, then enter your unavailability dates (which could be for a full school 

year). 

• Winnipeg Police Information Checks (formerly Criminal Record Checks) and 
Child Abuse Registry checks expire after a one year break in service. If you do 
not sub for one full calendar year you will need to provide new documents. You 
will be notified if these documents expire. 

 

Coming soon! 

There is now a SmartFind Express Smartphone App for substitutes. We are currently 

looking into all the features and requirements. We will notify all substitutes when we have 

the necessary information. 

 

 

 

 

PTTA Substitute Teacher Information Evening 
February 13, 2019 

Khartum Shrine Centre 
 
Rachel Hallson provided a document for all substitutes present and went over the documents in 
detail.  Topics covered included: 

• Reminders from Schools 

• Substitute Profiles 

• Search Rules for French Immersion and Phys Ed 

• Intention Email in June for 2018-2019 
 

These documents are available on the Pembina Trails Teachers’ Association website at 
www.ptta.ca. and just below the Question/Answer section. 
 

http://www.ptta.ca/
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There are currently approximately 500 substitutes available in Pembina Trails.  Applications by 
teachers who wish to be on the Pembina Trails substitute list are usually processed and 
interviewed over the summer.  However, applicants who are able to teach in specialty areas 
such as French Immersion, Band and Phys Ed are processed, interviewed and added to the list 
as soon as possible. 
 
PTTA has reminded teachers that all pertinent information for a substitute should be entered 
into the “instructions” box of Smart Find Express, even if the substitute has been pre-arranged.  
 
Substitutes who are retired teachers need to be mindful of the 120 days that they can work per 
year.  Subs who work in schools that have longer mornings than afternoons need to be aware 
that subbing on longer mornings count as a full day against their 120 days. 
 
Questions 
 

1. Q:  Can substitutes get the mileage claim form from the division for tax purposes? 
A:  No.  Revenue Canada will not pay for anyone to travel to work from home or from 
work to home. This is covered under the “General Rule” and has been tested in court. 

 
2. Q:  Will English substitutes ever be called for French Immersion jobs? 

A:   It is possible.  There is a search rule in Sub Find Express for immersion positions.  
The system will first call all identified immersions subs.  If no immersion sub is available, 
the system will then start to call other substitutes.  Schools are made aware that an 
English only sub will be coming and there will be no expectation that French be taught or 
spoken in the classes that day. 

 
3. Q:  Can a school change my assignment when I get to school? 

A:  Yes.  Although substitutes are supposed to follow the schedule of the teacher that 
they are replacing, sometimes events happen that necessitate a change.  This is 
especially true if there are unfilled substitute positions in the school.  If a substitute feels 
that they have had their position arbitrarily changed without good reason, please contact 
PTTA with your concerns. 

 
 
 

4. Q:  Does a substitute have to do extra-curricular activities for the teacher? 
A:  No.  extra-curricular duties are done voluntarily on the part of the teacher.  A 
substitute is not required to do those activities. 

 
5. Q:  Do substitutes have to do duty before and after school? 

A:  Yes.  If duty before or after school is a part of the teacher’s regular school day that 
the sub is replacing then they must do those duties.  The substitute is hired to replace 
the teacher to perform his or her assigned duties. 
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PTTA Substitute Teacher Information Evening 
February 15, 2018 

Khartum Shrine Centre 
 
Lori Gillespie provided two documents for the substitutes in attendance and went over the 
documents in detail.  Topics covered included: 

• Substitute Tips & Best Practices for IVR (Integrated Voice Response) 

• Timed Out Waiting for User Input 

• Troubleshooting Tips 

• Reminders from Schools 

• Substitute Profiles 

• Search Rules for French Immersion and Phys Ed 

• Intention Email in June for 2018-2019 
 

These documents are available on the Pembina Trails Teachers’ Association website at 
www.ptta.ca.  
 
There are currently 506 substitutes available in Pembina Trails.  Of these, 110 are part time 
teachers in the division.  That leaves a net 396 subs available daily.  There are 205 names on 
the non-French list. 
 
PTTA has reminded teachers that all pertinent information for a substitute should be entered 
into the “instructions” box of Smart Find Express, even if the substitute has been pre-arranged.  
 
Substitutes who are retired teachers need to be mindful of the 120 days that they can work per 
year.  Subs who work in schools that have longer mornings than afternoons need to be aware 
that subbing on longer mornings count as a full day against their 120 days. 
 
Questions 

6. Q: Why are substitutes not allowed to “job shop” on the Pembina Trails system?  
A:  When allowed to job shop, there is an increased risk that jobs that are already filled 
can be dropped leaving difficult to fill spots vacant. 

 
7. Q:  Can substitutes get the mileage claim form from the division for tax purposes? 

A:  Substitutes can contact Jeryl Burr at jburr@pembinatrails.ca or 204-488-1767 ext. 
1274 to get the T2200 forms needed for tax purposes. 

 
8. Q:  Will English substitutes ever be called for French Immersion jobs? 

A:   It is possible.  There is a search rule in Sub Find Express for immersion positions.  
The system will first call all identified immersions subs.  If no immersion sub is available, 
the system will then start to call other substitutes.  Schools are made aware that an 
English only sub will be coming and there will be no expectation that French be taught or 
spoken in the classes that day. 

 
9. Q:  How do I stay on the sub list if I am going to be away at the start of a new school 

year? 

http://www.ptta.ca/
mailto:jburr@pembinatrails.ca
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A:  In order to stay on the sub list make sure that you say “YES” on your intention form 
and get the contract active in the computer system.  You can then let the division know 
of your availability for the upcoming year. 
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PTTA Substitute Teacher Information Evening 
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February 15, 2017 

 

Agenda from Smart Find Express Operator – Lori Gillespie 

 

• New Pembina Trails website – if you log in directly to the eSchool Solutions site there is 
no change. Substitute access in top right corner under sign in. Can reach SFE or links to 
SFE resources. 

 

• Cell phone issues – we’ve had reports from a number of subs who have had difficulty 
either entering Access IDs or PINs or accepting assignments. Will post the 
troubleshooting tips document on the SFE site. 

 

• Arriving at the school for an assignment – schools have reported a number of occasions 
where subs are arriving at the start time of the assignment rather than 10-15 minutes 
before. Even if you’ve been to the school many times previously the expectation is that 
you will arrive ahead of time in order to sign in, get instructions, and be in the classroom 
before students arrive. 

o Reminder to turn in sub folder and keys at the end of the day 
o If sub accepts an assignment after the start time do the school a courtesy and 

call letting them know when you will arrive. Sometimes schools have made 
arrangements for internal coverage and a sub might not be needed and in the 
busy-ness of a school day the secretary may not have had a chance to cancel 
the job. 

o If the sub arrives for a job and there is no work the sub must be paid for half the 
day. 

o Subs are required to stay for until the end of the assignment even if there is a 

prep at the end of the day. If you decide you leave early you will be asked to sign 

out and will only be paid for the time you work. Schools are grateful if subs who 

don’t have class time can report to resource or the library to assist however they 

can. 

 

• Substitute profiles  

o Notify me of address changes, especially for T4s, Records of Employment etc. 

o Check your callback number and email address in your profile regularly 

o Notify Nancy Kowarchuk in Payroll of any changes in banking or for questions 

regarding pay (204-488-1767 ext. 1219 or email) 

o Enter unavailability dates – In Profile, under Schedule, click Unavail Dates, click 

New, enter a date or a date range (including a time frame if required). Explain 

call for future assignments. Click Save 

o Review Assignments tab  

 

• New Search Rule for Phys. Ed. 

o We currently have a search rule for French Immersion where non French speaking 

teachers might be called for assignments in FI schools. Most of our subs are 

automatically set up in this search rule but if you want to have your name removed 

please contact me. We will be creating another search rule for Phys. Ed because 

there is a shortage of Phys. Ed subs. Subs on this list might be called for Phys. Ed 
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with the understanding that they are not necessarily qualified Phys. Ed teachers but 

can provide adequate supervision in the gym. If you don’t want your name on this list 

please contact me. Remember to listen to the classification of the assignment 

carefully to determine if it’s Phys. Ed (as opposed to EY/MY/SY) in case the teacher 

forgets to put detailed information in the substitute text instructions. 

 

• Reminder about intention email in June – reply yes unless you know you have a 

permanent position for 2017-2018. 

 

Substitute Tips & Best Practices for IVR (Integrated Voice Response) 

 

• Avoid using the speaker setting on your phone. Speaker mode can cause an echo 
which may result in duplicate key presses or the system not hearing the key presses 
correctly when entering an Access ID or PIN. 

• Say ‘Hello’ when the IVR system calls. The system is designed to respond to the word 
‘hello’ and listens to the cadence of the substitute’s voice to determine if the substitute is 
on the line. 

• Respond accurately with key pad choices. E.g. Use the * key not the # key. 
• Respond within the allotted time. If a keypad response is not received within the 

allotted number of seconds, the system will not record the response (see further 
information about “timed out waiting for user input” message below). Press the * key to 
pause the call if needed. 

• Press touch screen buttons carefully. Key presses on touch screen phones should be 
made carefully one press at a time. Sometimes users with touch screen phones are not 
lifting their fingers off the screen after each key press. 

Timed Out Waiting for User Input 

The "timed out waiting for user input" message indicates that SmartFindExpress® did not 
receive any digits from the user. When the system hears the first digit the user presses it will 
stop talking allowing the user to finish entering digits. 
 
If the user enters digits and the system does NOT stop talking as they are pressing the keys on 
their phone, the system does not "hear" the touch tones (DTMF) over the audio of the call and 
the user will receive the message "timed out waiting for user input." 
 
Since SmartFindExpress® is on the receiving side of the touch tones being pressed and the 
tones are managed and controlled by the phone service provider, the issue is to be reported to 
the substitute’s phone service provider. The substitute can tell the service provider there is a 
problem with lost reverse key tones. 
 

Troubleshooting 
 

➢ Before calling in to the system, turn your Airplane mode on and off to reset connections 
to ensure connection to the closest cell tower. 

➢ Confirm the signal strength is adequate in your location before callout  
➢ Receive phone calls directly, not through call forwarding. 
➢ Use a provider with 4G coverage. 
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➢ Confirm with your phone service provider that (dual tone multi frequency) DTMF tones 
will be communicated by their service for outbound calls and inbound calls. Let your 
provider know that the problem may be with “lost reverse key tones” when receiving a 
call from the system. 

➢ DTMF should be ON. For most cell phones this is an option that can only be set at the 
cell phone store. 

➢ Ensure your cell phone battery is charged before callout. 
➢ Reduce or disable the tone sounds that are played back when the user touches the "soft 

keys" on the screen. (Note: this is not the in-call volume adjustment.) Some phones have 
this system settings option described as "Muting" or "Sending Keypad Tones". Others 
have it as simply "Key Tones". 

 
 
 
Question and Answer Session: 
 

The responses to questions are from the Smart Find Express (SFE) Systems Operator 

and PTTA Executive. 

 

Q:  What time should substitutes be arriving at their schools? 

 

A:  Substitutes should be arriving 10 – 15 minutes before the start of classes.  If they are going 

to be late they should call the school and let them know when they will be arriving at the school 

so that the school can arrange coverage if needed. 

 

Q:  What should a substitute do before they leave a school at the end of their job day? 

 

A:  Make sure that they have handed in attendance sheets if required, return sub folders to the 

office and leave classroom keys at the office as well. 

 

Q:  Who do I call if I have a questions about my pay? 

 

A:  Substitutes should call Nancy Kowarchuk at 204-488-1767 ext. 1219 or email her at 

nkowarchuk@pembinatrails.ca for questions about pay. 

 

Q:  Will English substitutes ever be called for French Immersion jobs? 

 

A:  It is possible.  There is a search rule in Sub Find Express for immersion positions.  The 

system will first call all identified immersions subs.  If no immersion sub is available, the system 

will then start to call other substitutes.  Schools are made aware that an English only sub will be 

coming and there will be no expectation that French be taught or spoken in the classes that day. 

 

Q:  How do I stay on the sub list if I am going to be away at the start of a new school 

year? 

 

mailto:nkowarchuk@pembinatrails.ca
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A:  In order to stay on the sub list make sure that you say “YES” on your intention form and get 

the contract active in the computer system.  You can then let the division know of your 

availability for the upcoming year. 

 

 

PTTA Substitute Information Meeting  

February 19, 2016 

 

The responses to questions are from the Smart Find Express SFE Systems Operator and the 

Assistant Superintendent- Human Resources & Policy 

Q: What time do requests come out on SFE?  

A: Open jobs (jobs with no specified or preferred sub) can appear on SFE any time.  Call outs 

occur between 5:00 pm and 10:00 pm Sunday to Thursday and starting at 5:30 am Monday to 

Friday. The system will continue to call until the job is filled or until a sub agrees to fill at least 

half of the job. 

Q: What if someone books you for a job over the phone ahead of time and the sub cannot 

find the job in the system? 

A: If the job is booked in SFE, the sub can check for confirmation in their profile under Review 

Assignments.  If it is not there, check with the teacher why it’s not in SFE. 

Q: Do jobs go through the whole preferred sub list before being released to everyone 

online? 

A: Yes. 

The system goes through the list of subs in the following order: 

1) Specified Substitute (the teacher has specified a certain sub) 

2) Preferred Substitute (preferred by teacher, then by location) 

3) Subject/grades (subs who match the classification of the teacher) 

4) Restart search 

 

 

 

Q:  How do people get on the preferred list? 
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A: The substitute needs to connect with the principal and make them aware of his/her 

availability and what they can offer as a substitute.  Making connections with teachers is also a 

good idea.  Teachers can now create their own lists of preferred subs. 

Q: What if a teacher books a sub after 10:00 PM  

A:  The system will start calling out at 5:30 am the next morning, first calling the specified sub (if 

indicated in the absence) then preferred subs (if a preferred list has been created), then general 

callout. 

Q: How does a sub cancel a job if they are sick? Can they go in and cancel a job in the 

middle of the night? 

A: Substitutes have one hour before the start time of a job to cancel a job.  To cancel a job go to 
Review Assignments, find the job number, click on cancel.  A cancelation reason must be 
provided.  Also, as a courtesy notify the school if you are unable to fill the job.  If you have 
missed the one hour “window” call the school as soon as possible in the morning to notify the 
school of your absence. 

Q: What if I need to cancel a job that has been “pre-booked”? 

A: To cancel a job that has been “pre-booked” contact the school.  They will need to take your 

name off the job and re-open calls for others. 

Q: Does SFE shut down between 10:00 p.m. and 5:30 AM? 

A: No, SFE is never “shut down”.   The system does not call out between 10:00 pm and 5:30 am 

but jobs can still be created by teachers and subs can still log in to search for jobs before 

morning call out. 

Q: Why can’t substitutes search same day jobs? 

A.  Subs can search for same day jobs but most often there aren’t any.  Subs are advised to 

check 15 minutes before call out starts- around 4:45 PM and 15 minutes after call out ends - 

around 10:15 PM for jobs not filled.   

Q: There is confusion over start times on SFE.  What time do I arrive? 

A: The Sub Teacher Handbook 

http://www.pembinatrails.ca/staff/Docs/Substitute%20Handbook_web_2014-15.pdf page 3 - 

Sign in Procedures states to arrive 20 minutes before the posted start time.  This will help 

prepare and orient subs to their assignment for the day. 

 

 

Q: Does SFE block out stat holidays? 

http://www.pembinatrails.ca/staff/Docs/Substitute%20Handbook_web_2014-15.pdf
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A: Yes and also Professional Development and Administrative days where no subs are 

required. 

Q: Does SFE keep track of why a substitute refuses a job?  

A: Yes, but the data is not used to “block” subs unless there is an ongoing issue.  

Q:  Does the division give preference to retired teachers when hiring for term positions? 

A: The position of the division is to encourage, whenever possible to hire teachers new to the 

profession.  Administrators will, in a pinch, hire retired teachers, especially in French Immersion 

and speciality positions like Music or Band. Ultimately, the decision of whom to hire for term 

positions is the responsibility of the principal. 

Substitutes and Hiring: 

Q: How do substitutes get an interview for a job? 

A: Apply in the usual way to postings on the Pembina Trails website.  Only online applications 

will be accepted for posted positions. Substitutes should call the principal where the job is open 

to let them know they are interested in the position. 

Q: When applying for a position on the online system, substitutes sometimes see a red 

star icon.  What does this mean? 

A: The application is missing required information. 

General Questions: 

Q: Are there PD opportunities for substitutes in the Division? 

A: Substitutes can attend Staff Development Centre sessions.  The website for Staff 

Development Centre is http://www.pembinatrails.ca/sdc/ . You need to use a computer within 

PTSD to register for SDC sessions or contact Carole Anderson at canderson@pembinatrails.ca 

providing your session request, name and employee ID number. 

Q: How do substitutes get feedback on their work? 

A: This varies from school to school.  It is best to ask principals and teachers directly for 

feedback. 

Q: How do substitutes get EI in the summer? 

A: A Record of Employment is sent at the end of June/early July by the Substitute Payroll Clerk 

to Employment Insurance. The substitute can then apply to EI to find out if they are eligible to 

collect benefits. 

Q: Do substitutes have any recourse or coverage if they are sick? 

http://www.pembinatrails.ca/sdc/
mailto:canderson@pembinatrails.ca
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A: There is no sick leave entitlement for casual subbing but when on an extended substitution a 

sub earns one sick day for every nine consecutive days worked.  This is division specific so 

PTSD payroll keeps track of any accumulated sick time earned. 

Q. If I am injured on the job, am I covered by any type of insurance? 

A. No, there is no insurance coverage for substitutes for on-the-job injuries.  There is liability 

insurance coverage to protect a third party from suing you for something that occurred while on 

the job. 

Q:  Does so many years of subbing equal so many years of working for your pension? 

A: It is on a case-by-case basis.  Contact Teachers’ Retirement Allowances Fund (TRAF) at 

204-949-0048 for details on your particular case. 

Q: Can a substitute be requested to be at school for an hour?  

A: Only under pre-arrangement between the teacher and the sub. 

Q: Are substitutes paid only half or full days?  

A: The substitute is paid on the basis of the information received from the schools.  It may 

include part days. 

Q: How many substitutes are there in the Division? 

A: There are 470 substitutes in the division. (February 2016) 

Q: Do you have to work so many days as a substitute in the Division to stay on the Sub 

List?  

A: No. Substitutes have to indicate their intention and sign a contract for the upcoming year.   If 

the division does not hear from them and/or the contract is not returned they are de-activated 

from the sub list.   

Q: If you are a substitute should you follow the teacher’s exact schedule?  

A: Yes, you follow the exact schedule except in special circumstances as deemed by the 

principal. (Footprint Clause- CA 3.9 (d).) 

 

The full Collective Agreement is available at: 

http://ptta.ca/documents/Collective%20Agreement-July1-2014-June30-2018.pdf 

http://ptta.ca/documents/Collective%20Agreement-July1-2014-June30-2018.pdf

